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Start series with the first book, Date Night on Union StationThe first carnival to take place on Union

Station since humanity joined the galactic community is coming, and the ambassadors of the

different species are all entered in the election to become Carnival King or Queen. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not

a job that Kelly wants, and fortunately for her, the humans get a late start at electioneering.
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This is the 5th book in the series I think, maybe the 6th. I don't remember for sure, but I do love

these characters.The first book is free and I have made sure to send it to everyone I know. The

universe is a ton of fun and the different races all make it even more interesting.Personally get

weird-ed out a little by the GEM, so I was glad they were a main part of this book.If you haven't read

any of the Union station books yet you are really missing out.This one is about a party on Union

station that lasts a few weeks. There are games of chance and skill, art and food. The real fun

comes into play when they start judging the competitions. I mean this is union station after all, so



nothing is going to go like you think it would. Without giving anything away lets just say some

mischievous AI like always are meddling in the affairs of their patrons.

I have found this series to be humorous and entertaining -something hard to do in a genuine

science fiction story. The plot in this story, as all the others, involves the devious and somewhat

omniscient Stryx manipulating humans and events to the benefit of all. No wars, no shooting, no

deaths - just a plain story with a bit of satire thrown in for the heck of it. Looking forward to the next

iteration.Also the price is right. What can you loose?

Clearly I am a fan of this series. I am delighted to see how the human and alien characters display

our human foibles in the context of millions of year old galactic setting. All the books in this series

are a "clean" read, something I would recommend to my grandchildren, but also noting there is

violence, promiscuity, drugs in the galaxy, but the best way to deal with these realities is through

open communication and consideration of those different from oneself. This extends to the personal

level where the centrality of family in obviously important to the characters.

I have quite enjoyed the Union Station series books, as they are just well done, nice easy, rather

funny reading. To really understand the characters, I would strongly recommend reading the books

in sequence, as each story is built on the one previously. They are totally pg rated with a relative

simple plot making them suitable for any age.

Still attempting to be neutral, Kelly finds herself in the middle of a campaign for Carnival Queen,

which she doesn't want to win. The Gem clones are staging a revolt and looking for biodiversity and

wish for her help. And the Carnival contests seemed to be rigged. How does Kelly maintain her

integrity? More fun on Union Station. Great series.

Funny, enjoyable, tongue in cheek. A laugh or giggle or a smile on every page. Do not drink coffee

while reading this, may cause extreme nasal discomfort. I read it in one sitting. Then I read it again,

just like the four previous efforts by this author. Looking forward to the next book with great

anticipation. The author has a great franchise here and I hope he keeps adding stories. Highly

recommend the book and the series.

Another enjoyable romp through Union Station. The main focus of this book was on the Gem, a



humanoid race that consisted of a single female individual cloned billions of time. Well they may be

clones but many want a different life and so the Free Gem movement was started and Ambassador

Kelly wanted to help them.And, as the title would suggest, it was Carnival time on Union Station.

This happened every 50 years but of course it was the first time for Kelly. A major feature of the

Carnival was its games, and as its ambassador Kelly was put in charge of fielding the human

competitors.Another fun aspect of the book was the visit to two human worlds which were outside

the protection of the Stryx.And as usual there were some interesting reveals at the end of the book.

A continuation of Earth Station 1-4. These are not novels that will win a Nebula but still great reads.

Mr. Foner (author) has a fertile imagination and writes with a fluidity that makes it hard to put down. I

would not recommend starting at #5 but it is still enjoyable if you choose to do so. It makes a lot

more sense to start with the first in the series.Each book in the series build on the previous

books.You are introduced to alien characters, cultures, and settings that keeps you interested

throughout. If you need a break from deep SciFi and want to relax with a good book - pick this

series up. You will be pleasantly surprised.
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